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ABSTRACT
Obtaining a compact and discriminative representation of facial and
body expressions is a difficult problem in emotion recognition. Part
of the difficulty is capturing microexpressions, i.e., short, invol-
untary expressions that last for only a fraction of a second: at a
micro-temporal scale, there are so many other subtle face and body
movements that do not convey semantically meaningful informa-
tion. We present a novel approach to this problem by exploiting
the sparsity of the frequent micro-temporal motion patterns. Local
space-time features are extracted over the face and body region for
a very short time period, e.g., few milliseconds. A codebook of mi-
croexpressions is learned from the data and used to encode the fea-
tures in a sparse manner. This allows us to obtain a representation
that captures the most salient motion patterns of the face and body
at a micro-temporal scale. Experiments performed on the AVEC
2012 dataset show our approach achieving the best published per-
formance on the expectation dimension based solely on visual fea-
tures. We also report experimental results on audio-visual emotion
recognition, comparing early and late data fusion techniques.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition]: Applications—Computer Vision
Keywords
Audio-visual emotion recognition; microexpressions; spatio-temporal
interest points; dictionary learning; sparse coding; data fusion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Humans express thoughts and emotions through multiple modal-
ities, including speech, facial expression, and body gestures. Au-
tomatic human emotion analysis aims to infer the emotional state
of a human from these modalities using techniques in various dis-
ciplines, including audio signal processing, speech understanding,
computer vision, pattern recognition, and machine learning [50].
The multimodal nature of the problem poses a variety of interesting
challenges to these disciplines both individually and collectively,
including methods for signal representation and combination [43].
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Figure 1: Body gestures provide complementary information
about human emotion that may not be available from the face,
e.g., (d) an ‘open two palms up’ gesture indicates high arousal,
while the smiling face indicates positive valence. We detect
spatio-temporal interest points over the face and body region
(shown in yellow circles), and for each interest point extract lo-
cal appearance-based features. We then use sparse coding to
select the most salient patterns among the features. This allows
us to obtain a compact, yet discriminative representation of the
facial and body microexpressions.
Within the computer vision community, the key challenge is to
obtain a compact and discriminative representation that captures
how the face and body express emotion. Ekman’s [9, 10] sug-
gestion that the face reveals abundant information about human
emotion has motivated systems focused on understanding facial ex-
pressions, which have been largely successful over the past decade
[31, 50]. These systems do not, however, take advantage of infor-
mation about body gestures, even though psychologists and behav-
ioral scientists suggest that they are an integral part of expressing
our thoughts and emotions [13, 17, 26, 8]. It is thus natural to ex-
pect that using body gestures, when combined with facial expres-
sions, will improve the robustness of emotional recognition.
But finding an efficient way to represent both facial expressions
and body gestures is a non-trivial problem. A common approach is
to extract different feature descriptors from face (e.g., action units)
and body (e.g., joint positions), and concatenate them into a single
feature vector. Unfortunately, this can introduce errors when one
of the feature extractors fails because of the face or body occlusion
(e.g., see Figure 1 (c)), or when feature descriptors have different
statistical properties (e.g., means and variances) and require appro-
priate feature normalization [38, 42].
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Figure 2: Our approach consists of three steps: extracting local space-time features; learning a codebook of microexpressions from
the data and use it to obtain sparse representation of the local features; and performing spatio-temporal max pooling of features.
This representation can then be used as an input to a prediction model (e.g., SVR [40]) to infer various emotional states.
Another challenge is capturing microexpressions.1 A microex-
pression is defined as a short, involuntary facial muscle and body
part movements caused by an internal emotional stimulus that lasts
only 1/25 to 1/15 of a second [8]. These have been shown to be an
important factor in understanding human emotion [11, 8]. Yet, de-
tecting them is difficult because, apart from having to examine the
video at a micro-temporal scale, there are many other subtle move-
ments of the face and body that do not convey semantically mean-
ingful information, which means that we need an efficient method
to select a few most salient patterns.
We address the two challenges mentioned above – (1) represent-
ing both the face and body features and (2) capturing microexpres-
sions – by proposing a compact yet discriminative representation
of facial and body microexpressions. Our approach is motivated by
the recent success of appearance-based local space-time feature de-
scriptor [19] and a sparse representation of image features [29, 46].
The local space-time feature descriptor has been shown to perform
particularly well in action recognition [33], because of its ability
to represent the spatio-temporal patterns of short-term body part
movements. We extract the local space-time features over the face
and body region to describe micro-temporal movement patterns in
the video. This makes it unnecessary to deal with the occlusion
problem explicitly: instead of representing an occluded face as a
“missing” observation, it describes how the face is being occluded,
e.g., hands are covering the face (see Figure 1 (c)). Unfortunately,
mainly because of their granularity, the extracted patterns of mi-
croexpressions are much more complex than human actions like
walking, running, etc., and we need a method to select a few most
discriminative patterns. To this end, we exploit the sparsity of fre-
quent patterns in the extracted features: we learn a codebook of the
local space-time features extracted over the face and body regions,
and use sparse coding to select the most salient patterns of them.
This allows us to obtain a representation that captures discrimina-
tive facial and body microexpressions, extracted over a short time
period and encoded in a sparse manner.
1Haggard and Issacs [11] are formally acknowledged for the first
discovery of the “micromomentary” expressions. Ekman [8] is ac-
knowledged for coining the term “microexpression” and for using
it in deception analysis.
We evaluated our approach in both unimodal (video only) and
multimodal (audio-visual) settings, on a benchmark dataset pro-
vided by the second International Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge
and Workshop (AVEC 2012) [37], where the goal is to predict
continuous values of emotional states in four affective dimensions
(arousal, expectation, power, and valence). Results suggest that
our method performs particularly well in predicting the arousal di-
mension, and achieves the best published performance in the liter-
ature on the expectation dimension even without using audio and
context-related features. On the audio-visual setting, we report that
late fusion achieves better performance, and discuss possible rea-
sons for why late fusion might work better than the early fusion in
our task.
2. RELATED WORK
There is a large volume of literature on automatic human emo-
tion recognition; here we discuss the most recent and relevant work.
For comprehensive surveys, readers are referred to [31, 50, 43].
Perhaps the most popular and well-studied approach is based on
facial expression analysis [31, 50]. These approaches detect a re-
gion of interest, i.e., the face, then extract features within the region
using either appearance-based low-level descriptors [28, 35, 15] or
facial landmark point detectors [4, 5]. Recently, Liu et al. [22] pro-
posed an alternative approach by automatically learning action unit
(AU)-like image features using deep learning (instead of trying to
detect AUs directly). For these approaches to work properly, how-
ever, the face needs to be visible, without too much occlusion, and
needs to be detected reliably so that features can be extracted from
it. This may not be possible in natural scenarios in human commu-
nication, e.g., when a face is occluded by hands, or some parts of
the body are not shown in the video (see Figure 1 for examples).
The idea of combining facial expressions and body gestures for
emotion recognition has recently been explored in the literature [38,
2, 16]. Shan et al. [38] extract the local space-time features from
two separate video feeds, one containing only facial expressions
and another containing upper body movements, recorded simulta-
neously; the two streams of features are then fused using CCA [12].
Similarly, Joshi et al. [16] extract two types of features; facial land-
mark points from the face region and the local space-time features
from the upper body region, which are then used separately to con-
struct bag-of-features (BoF) representations of face and body, re-
spectively. They report that the BoF obtained from upper body out-
performs the one obtained from face only, which let them to suggest
that combining facial and body expressions improves performance.
Our work is different in that, instead of extracting features from
body and face separately [38], we extract features from the entire
image volume, and use dictionary learning and sparse coding tech-
niques to automatically learn the most salient patterns of the image.
This lessens the burden of needing a special treatment to combine
face and body features, e.g., feature normalization. We also evalu-
ate our approach on a more challenging task: continuous emotion
recognition, that is, a regression task, while previous work has con-
centrated on classification, e.g., [49, 51].
Capturing microexpressions in video has recently received much
attention in computer vision and affective computing [47, 32, 39],
and a few microexpression databases have been made available [32,
21, 48]. Wu et al. [47] applied the Gabor filter and GentleSVM
to classify microexpressions, while Pfister et al. [32] proposed a
method to temporally interpolate facial features using graph em-
bedding. Shreve et al. [39] used facial strain patterns to detect
both macro- and microexpressions. These approaches, however,
have focused only on face regions and have not addressed the spar-
sity of microexpressions. Our work captures microexpressions over
the face and body regions, addressing the sparsity issue directly.
3. OUR APPROACH
Our approach is composed of three steps (see Figure 2). First,
we extract the local space-time features over the entire image vol-
ume (Section 3.1). We then obtain a sparse representation of the
features by using a codebook learned directly from the data (Sec-
tion 3.2). Finally, we perform max pooling of the sparse codes over
the spatio-temporal domain, obtaining a compact representation of
facial and body expressions (Section 3.3). This representation is
then used as an input to a prediction model to recognize emotion.
3.1 Local Space-Time Features
One desirable property for an emotion recognition system is ro-
bustness to the challenges encountered in natural human communi-
cation scenarios, such as, the face occlusion. We therefore focus on
using appearance-based low-level image descriptors, rather than at-
tempting to extract mid/high-level descriptors of facial expressions
(e.g., action units and eye gaze) or body gestures (e.g., joint posi-
tions and key poses). This has an additional benefit of not having
to assign meanings to facial expressions and body gestures a priori,
as many of them are context dependent and culturally specific.
The local space-time feature [18, 19, 7] has recently become a
popular motion descriptor for action recognition [33]. It captures
salient visual patterns in a space-time image volume by extending
the local image descriptor (e.g., [23, 6]) to the space-time domain.
One of our key ideas is that local space-time features extracted over
the face and body region can be a good visual descriptor for fa-
cial and body microexpressions, for its ability to capture micro-
temporal image patterns in a compact form.
Obtaining local space-time features is a two-step process – spatio-
temporal interest point (STIP) detection followed by feature extrac-
tion – and several variants in each step have been developed in the
past decade. Wang et al. [45] reports that using the Harris3D inter-
est point detector [18] followed by a combination of the Histograms
of Oriented Gradient (HOG) and the Histograms of Optical Flow
(HOF) feature descriptors [19] provides overall good performance
in various action recognition datasets. In this work, therefore, we
use the Harris3D detector with HOG/HOF feature descriptors to
extract local space-time features.
The Harris3D detector [18] constructs a linear scale-space repre-
sentation of an image sequence I(·) as
L(·;σ2, τ2) = g(·;σ2, τ2) ∗ I(·) (1)
where g is a Gaussian convolution kernel, and σ2 and τ2 are spa-
tial and temporal variances, respectively. It then detects STIPs by
computing the positive local maxima of a function H = det(µ) −
k trace3(µ), where µ is a spatio-temporal second-moment matrix,
µ(·; sσ2, sτ2) = g(·; sσ2, sτ2) ∗ (OL(OL)T ).
Figure 1 shows STIPs detected over the face and body region
(yellow circles). Notice how well the interest point detector is able
to capture subtle face and body movements performed at a micro-
temporal scale. For example, Figure 1 (a) shows the STIPs captur-
ing the ‘talking while looking away’ facial expression along with
the ‘resting chin with hand’ body gesture, Figure 1 (e) capturing the
‘looking away’ facial expression along with the ‘scratching face’
gesture, and Figure 1 (d) capturing the ‘smiling/laughing’ facial
expression along with the ‘open two palms up’ gesture. By extract-
ing the HOG/HOF features around these STIPs, we obtain a feature
descriptor that captures both the face and body microexpressions.
Figure 1 (c) captures the ‘covering face with hands’ gesture, show-
ing that our approach does not have to deal with the problems with
occlusion (face or body) that happens often in a naturalistic setting.
3.2 Dictionary Learning and Sparse Coding
The local space-time features extracted over the face and body
region are quite dense due to the nature of microexpressions, i.e.,
apart from meaningful microexpressions, there are many other sub-
tle movements of the face and body that do not convey semantically
meaningful information. We therefore need a method to represent
them in a sparse manner so that only a few most salient patterns
are recovered. This will allow our representation to focus on the
patterns that appear most frequently in the given data (thus being
more discriminative). To this end, we learn a codebook of microex-
pressions and use it to encode the local features in a sparse manner.
At a high level, the goal of sparse coding is to obtain a sparse
representation of an input signal using an over-complete codebook
(i.e., the number of codebook entries exceeds the dimension of
input signal) such that only a small number of codebook entries
are used to represent the input signal (hence the term “sparse”).
Given an input signal x ∈ RN and an over-complete codebook
D ∈ RN×K ,K  N , this goal is formulated as finding a sparse
signal α ∈ RK (i.e., most of its elements are zero) that minimizes
the reconstruction error,
min
α∈RK
1
2
‖x−Dα‖22 + λ ‖α‖1 (2)
where the first term measures reconstruction error, the second term
is the L1 regularization that encourages the sparsity of vector α,
and λ controls the relative importance of the two terms. In words,
α contains few non-zero linear coefficients to the codebook D that
leads to the best approximation of x.
The codebook D can be either manually defined or automati-
cally learned from the data. In this work we automatically learn our
codebook using a set of local space-time features {x1, · · · ,xM}:
min
D
1
M
M∑
i=1
min
αi
1
2
‖xi −Dαi‖22 + λ ‖αi‖1 (3)
This optimization problem is convex inDwithA = [α1, · · · , αM ]
fixed, and in A with D fixed, but not in both at the same time [24].
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Figure 3: Clustering of image patches based on their labels obtained using (a) sparse coding and (b) k-means algorithm. To obtain
labels using sparse coding we find the dimension in a sparse code α that has the maximum value; for the k-means it is the index of
the closest centroid. We show the seven largest clusters (i.e., most frequently occurring labels) found from the same video input. For
the purpose of visualization, we cropped 20 × 20 pixel patches at the spatio-temporal center of each STIP. We can see that sparse
coding provides more homogeneous (visually similar) clustering of image patches, implying that it encodes the most salient property
of the local image features more precisely than the k-means algorithm.
It is thus solved by alternating the two convex optimization prob-
lems. Once the codebook D is learned off-line, we can use it to
encode each local feature x into α by solving Equation 2.
Figure 3 compares the quality of image patch clusters obtained
using sparse coding and the k-means algorithm (the caption ex-
plains how they were created). It shows that both the sparse coding
and the k-means finds the most frequent micro-temporal patterns
in a given video, e.g., talking and eye blinking. However, it shows
that sparse coding tends to give more homogeneous (visually sim-
ilar) clusters of image patches. For example, five out of the top
seven largest clusters obtained using sparse coding represent talk-
ing (mouth); the fourth represents sharp edge movements over the
shoulder and the seventh represents eye blinks. These clusters show
higher homogeneity than those obtained using the k-means algo-
rithm, whose top three clusters contain both mouth and eye move-
ments, and whose fourth contains mouth and nose movements, etc.
This visually demonstrates the ability of sparse coding to encode
the most salient property of the local image features more precisely
than the k-means algorithm, and is thus more discriminative.
3.3 Spatio-Temporal Feature Pooling
From each frame we obtain different numbers of local space-
time features (and corresponding sparse codes). These features are
typically pooled to obtain a vector of a fixed dimension, suitable as
an input to many machine learning algorithms. The bag-of-features
(BoF) approach [19] does this by labeling each feature using the
k-means algorithm (as an index of the closest centroid) and gener-
ating a histogram of label occurrences within a space-time volume
of either the entire sequence or subsequences of video input.
Using the sparse codes α obtained with Equation 2, we can com-
pute a histogram representation using an average pooling operation,
z =
1
Mv
Mv∑
i=1
αi (4)
where Mv is the number of sparse codes associated with a given
space-time volume v, and z ∈ RK is the histogram representation
of the sparse codes.
While the histogram representation by an average pooling has
shown to perform well, recent progress has shown that an alterna-
tive approach, the max pooling operation, provides a better repre-
sentation that is invariant to image transformations, noise, and clut-
ter [49]. A theoretical analysis given by Boureau et al. [1] high-
lights the superiority of max pooling over average pooling. The
max pooling operation is defined as
z =
[
max
i=1...Mv
|αi,1|, · · · , max
i=1...Mv
|αi,K |
]
(5)
where |αi,k| is an absolute value of the k-th dimension in the i-th
sparse code.
In this work, we use max pooling to obtain a per-frame repre-
sentation of the sparse codes. Specifically, we define a temporal
window of predetermined size ω = 50 (one second) centered at
each frame, and pool over the sparse codes within the window us-
ing max pooling to obtain the per-frame representation zt. Given a
video of length T , therefore, the output is a time-ordered sequence
Z = [z1, · · · , zT ] ∈ RK×T . Note that different pooling meth-
ods can also be used, such as pooling from a pyramid of multiple
spatio-temporal scales similar to [20], which has been shown to
help capture surrounding context; for a deep discussion of vari-
ous feature encoding and pooling methods, readers are referred to
[3, 14].
3.4 Prediction
Once the features Z are max-pooled from each video, we can
train a prediction model for either classification or regression. We
form a training dataset D = {(zi, yi)}|D|i=1, where zi ∈ RK is
the input feature vector and y ∈ R is a real-valued label, and use
Support Vector Regression (SVR) [40] as our prediction model. We
use the RBF kernel K(zi, zj) = exp(−‖zi − zj‖22 /2γ2) with
the kernel width γ, which ensures that the data is separable from
the origin in feature space.
4. EXPERIMENT
We evaluated our approach on audio-visual emotion recognition.
We first evaluated our proposed approach that is purely vision-
based, then combined our approach with audio features to evaluate
it in a multimodal setting. In particular, we compare three popu-
lar modality fusion mechanisms: early fusion, early fusion using
kernel CCA, and late fusion with voting.
4.1 Dataset
We used a benchmark dataset provided by the second Interna-
tional Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC 2012) [37], which
is a subset of the SEMAINE corpus [25]. The goal of this chal-
lenge was to estimate continuous values of emotional states in four
affective dimensions: arousal (how dynamic or lethargic the per-
son appears to feel), expectation (how surprised the person appears
to be), power (how much control the person appears to have over
him/herself and the surrounding), and valence (how positive or neg-
ative the person appears to feel). There were two sub-challenges
in AVEC 2012; we selected the fully continuous sub-challenge
(FCSC), where the goal was to predict for each frame in a video
all four dimensions of emotional states.
The dataset contains 95 sessions of recordings (31 for training,
32 for development, 32 for test); each session lasts on average 4.75
minutes. Video was recorded at 49.979 FPS with a spatial reso-
lution of 780 × 580 pixels; audio was recorded at 48 kHz. The
dataset provides precomputed features for audio and visual modal-
ities. For our experiments on audio-visual emotion recognition we
use the provided audio features, which include various low-level
descriptors commonly used in audio signal analysis. The audio
features have 1,841 dimensions; we used PCA to reduce this to
500, which accounts for the 95% variance of the data. For the task
of FCSC, audio features are computed only during speech, using
a two-second sliding window at half-second intervals; when there
was no vocalization the feature values were set to zero.
4.2 Methodology
We extract the local space-time features at the original frame
rate of video (49.979 FPS), using the Harris3D detector and the
HOG/HOF descriptor. Specifically, we use the software provided
by Laptev et al. [19], which detects STIPs at multiple spatio-temporal
scales, i.e., spatial scales σ2 = 2k, k = [2, · · · , 9] and temporal
scales τ2=[2, 4] (see Equation 1).
For sparse coding we learn a codebook D of size K=[100, 200,
500, 1000] using 360,000 randomly selected HOG/HOF features
extracted from the training video data (about one-tenth of the orig-
inal size). We fix the L1 regularization weight λ = 0.1 (see Equa-
tion 2 and Equation 3) throughout our experiment, determined based
on our preliminary experiment with the dataset. We use the soft-
ware provided by Mairal et al. [24] to learn our codebook and ob-
tain sparse codes.
As noted in [37], running an experiment with the original frame
rate may cause difficulty due to the heavy memory consumption
(there are 3.6 million sparse codes in the training split alone). For
the max pooling, therefore, we pool the features at half-second in-
tervals using a temporal window of one second. We chose the win-
dow size and sampling rate both to reduce the memory requirement
and to match the sampling rate of the audio features.
In addition to evaluating our method on visual data alone, we
also used the audio features provided from AVEC 2012 to see how
our method performed in a multimodal setting. Specifically, we
compared three popular fusion methods: early fusion, early fusion
using kernel CCA [12], and late fusion with voting.
For the early fusion method, we concatenated the audio-visual
features for each frame and used it as an input feature. For early
fusion with kernel CCA, we followed the approach explained in
Song et al. [42], but used the SVR as a prediction model, to keep
our experimental protocol consistent. For late fusion with voting,
we trained the SVR on audio and visual features separately, and
took a weighted average of the prediction results for each frame t:
yt = (1− ψ)yAt + ψyVt (6)
where yAt and yVt are the prediction results from audio and visual
modalities, respectively, and 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1 is a weight parameter.
Note that the provided audio features have missing values when
there is no vocalization from the subject – in this case we setψ = 1.
We varied the weight parameter ψ from 0 to 1, increasing by 0.1.
We train the SVR using an RBF kernel with the kernel width
of γ = 10k, k = [−2, · · · ,−6]; we set the cost term C = 1
throughout the experiment. Once we get the per-frame prediction
result yt, t = 1, · · · , T , we upsample it to match the sampling rate
of the ground truth labels. We then perform exponential smoothing
with a smoothing factor η = 10k, k = [−1,−2,−3] to ensure the
smoothness of the prediction results over time,
y′t =
{
ηyt + (1− η)y′t−1 if t > 1
y1 otherwise.
(7)
We find the optimal values of the hyper-parameters – codebook
size K, RBF kernel width γ, the exponential smoothing factor η,
and the late fusion weight factor ψ – based on the best performance
on the development split.
4.3 Results on Visual Input Alone
Table 1 shows the cross-correlation coefficients between pre-
dicted and ground-truth labels, averaged over all sequences. We
include the baseline result from [37] and the results of the top four
contenders from AVEC 2012 [27, 41, 36, 30]. We also include
our results on audio-visual input (bottom row), discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4.
Our approach (video only) gives a dramatic improvement on all
four dimensions over the baseline (e.g., on the test split, on aver-
age from 0.093 to 0.413) and performs comparably to the previous
state-of-the-art results. Note that the results from the top four con-
tenders are based on audio-visual input features, with additional
information such as context [41] (i.e., knowing the personality of
a virtual human that the user is interacting with) or the duration
of conversation [30] (i.e., knowing how long the user has been
interacting with a virtual human). Considering our approach is
purely vision-based, this is a significant improvement over other
approaches. An interesting future work could combine our vision-
based approach with those additional features.
Notably, our approach achieved the best published result on the
expectation dimension: based solely on visual features we achieve
0.419 (on the test split), while the previous state-of-the-art is 0.330.
Among the four dimensions, our approach performed particularly
well on the arousal dimension. This may be attributed to how hu-
mans might perceive arousal, i.e., how dynamic or lethargic the
person appears to be. Intuitively, a person may look dynamic if
he/she makes frequent facial and body microexpressions. Our ap-
proach, which captures the most salient spatio-temporal patterns
of microexpressions, is thus likely to be particularly well suited to
predicting the arousal dimension.
Table 1: Experimental results on the development and test splits. We show the cross-correlation coefficients between predicted and
ground-truth labels, averaged over all sequences. The result on audio-visual input is obtained using late-fusion approach.
Method Development Split Test SplitArousal Expectation Power Valence Mean Arousal Expectation Power Valence Mean
Baseline [37] 0.151 0.122 0.031 0.207 0.128 0.077 0.128 0.030 0.134 0.093(Video Only)
Baseline [37] 0.181 0.148 0.084 0.215 0.157 0.141 0.101 0.072 0.136 0.112(Audio Visual)
Nicolle et al. [27] 0.644 0.341 0.511 0.350 0.461 0.612 0.314 0.556 0.341 0.456(Audio Visual)
Soladie et al. [41] 0.520 0.300 0.590 0.470 0.470 0.420 0.330 0.570 0.420 0.430(Audio Visual)
Savran et al. [36] 0.383 0.266 0.556 0.473 0.420 0.359 0.215 0.477 0.325 0.344(Audio Visual)
Ozkan et al. [30] 0.396 0.246 0.476 0.235 0.338 0.325 0.311 0.451 0.182 0.317(Audio Visual)
Our Approach 0.583 0.368 0.491 0.345 0.447 0.575 0.419 0.427 0.230 0.413(Video Only)
Our Approach 0.581 0.380 0.510 0.334 0.451 0.576 0.429 0.427 0.235 0.417(Audio Visual)
On the other hand, our approach performed only marginally bet-
ter than the baseline on valence: on the test split we achieve 0.230
while the baseline is 0.134. Soladie et al. [41] report that high-
level descriptors such as the duration of a smile can be a discrimi-
native feature for valence prediction. Our approach captures an im-
plicit notion of a smile, e.g., when the corner of the mouth moves
upward, etc. However, it does not extract how long a person is smil-
ing. This is mainly due to the Harris3D interest point detector we
used: we detected STIPs using the temporal scale of τ2 =[2 4] that
corresponds to 11 and 16 frames, which, in the dataset we used,
corresponds to 0.2 and 0.3 seconds. Although this short temporal
scale allows us to capture microexpressions, it limits the duration
each descriptor can handle. Also, because the Harris3D detector
finds a moving corner in a space-time image volume, if there is not
enough visual difference from frame to frame (e.g., keep smiling
without moving), there will be no features to track. We believe that
dense sampling methods such as dense trajectory tracker [44] fol-
lowed by our sparse encoding step may achieve better performance;
we leave this as interesting future work.
4.4 Results on Audio-Visual Input
Table 2 compares the cross-correlation coefficients on audio-
visual input data obtained with three different fusion methods: early
fusion, early fusion with KCCA, and late fusion with voting. The
late fusion approach consistently outperformed the two early fu-
sion approaches in terms of the mean score, both on the develop-
ment (0.451) and the test splits (0.417). The two early fusion meth-
ods performed similarly on the test split (0.351 and 0.341, respec-
tively), although on the development split the early fusion (0.425)
outperformed the early fusion with KCCA (0.402).
The two early fusion approaches performed no better than the
late fusion approach. In fact, the performance was even worse than
using our visual feature alone (see Table 1). We believe this is due,
in part, to the missing audio features in some frames. Note that the
audio features are set to zero when there is no vocalization. Those
frames with zero-valued features are likely to have various levels
of annotated emotional states, depending on the context and shown
facial and body expressions (e.g., the user can look happy or sad
without vocalization). Likewise, some frames will have the same
level of annotated emotional states with or without vocalization
(e.g., the user can laugh quietly or aloud). We can therefore regard
the zero-valued frames as “missing” observations. The early fu-
sion approach combines audio and visual modalities in the feature
space, thereby creating a combinatorial feature space. We believe
that the early fusion, by forcing the features to be combined regard-
less of the missing observations, may have confused the prediction
model learning meaningful mapping between the combinatorial in-
put feature space (audio-visual features) and the output label space
(emotional states).
The late fusion approach, on the other hand, combines the pre-
diction results only when the features from both modalities are
available – when the audio modality is not available the predic-
tion is made entirely based on the visual modality alone (by setting
ψ = 1 for that frame). Figure 4 shows the mean correlation coef-
ficient score as a function of the fusion weight. We can see that,
except for the expectation dimension, prediction results from the
visual modality were preferred. This implies that visual modal-
ity (represented by our proposed method) is more indicative of the
three affective dimensions (arousal, power, and valence) than the
audio modality (represented by the baseline features provided in
AVEC 2012). As seen in Table 1, this late fusion approach im-
proved performance in all four dimensions (see the results on the
test split). We believe that more careful design of the audio features
will improve the performance further; we leave this as interesting
future work.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a compact, yet discriminative representation of fa-
cial and body microexpressions. Our approach extracts local space-
time features from the face and body region and learns a codebook
from them. We then encode the local space-time features using
sparse coding, selecting only a few most salient spatio-temporal
patterns of microexpressions. This allows our representation to fo-
cus on the microexpressions that appear most often in the given
data, which will likely contain semantically meaningful informa-
Table 2: Experimental results on different fusion methods. We show the cross-correlation coefficients between predicted and ground-
truth labels, averaged over all sequences.
Fusion Method Development Split Test SplitArousal Expectation Power Valence Mean Arousal Expectation Power Valence Mean
Early Fusion 0.494 0.366 0.487 0.351 0.425 0.409 0.401 0.406 0.186 0.351
Early Fusion with KCCA 0.510 0.372 0.466 0.259 0.402 0.394 0.404 0.389 0.175 0.341
Late Fusion with Voting 0.581 0.380 0.510 0.334 0.451 0.576 0.429 0.427 0.235 0.417
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Figure 4: Mean correlation coefficient scores as a function of
the fusion weight ψ. The higher the fusion weight, the more the
visual modality is weighted in the final prediction. Results are
based on the development split.
tion. Max pooling is performed to obtain a compact representation
of the features, and an SVR is used to predict continuous values of
four affective dimensions. Experimental results on the AVEC 2012
dataset show that our approach achieves the best published perfor-
mance on the expectation dimension even without using audio and
context-related features.
This work has focused on obtaining a good representation of vi-
sual modality. In the future, we plan to work on an audio-equivalent
of what we have proposed here; that is, obtaining a compact yet
discriminative representation of speech and prosodic characteris-
tics of humans. This will potentially enable us to perform a fusion
of audio-visual modalities in a more meaningful way. We also plan
to work on improving the prediction part of our approach by con-
sidering temporal dynamics in streaming data [34, 42].
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